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Dinafem - Blue Critical Autoflowering
Blue Critical Auto cannabis seeds by Dinafem Seeds belong to
a feminized autoflowering Indica-dominant cannabis strain that
results from the cross between a Critical + Autoflowering and a
Auto Blueberry. The result is a high-quality hybrid that displays the
noble lineage of two exceptional cannabis strains.
Conceived to treat the senses, Blue Critical Auto is an elegant,
easy-to-grow, fast-flowering, vigorous, small marijuana plant that
yields huge dense buds covered in resin. A fascinating scent and
an appealing colour are the distinctive features of this wonderful
strain.
Blue Critical Auto acquires beautiful violet/purple hues if night
temperature is 10 ºC lower than day temperature.Blue Critical Auto
is a cannabis plant than can be grown both indoors and outdoors by
experts and beginners, who will obtain a quality end product without
complications. For optimum quality, this marijuana plant requires
two-month curing approximately.
Blue Critical Auto has an intense flavour and aroma, with notes of
lemon, berries and pine. The long-lasting effect is powerful, rather
physical and soothing. It is the perfect marijuana strain to unwind on
your own or in good company.
Link: www.kiwiland.com/cannabis-seeds/dinafem/dinafem-blue-criticalautoflowering-35712.html

Cannabis Seeds specifications
Brand
Gender

Dinafem
Feminized seeds ; Auto-Flowering
seeds
Greenhouse ; Outdoor ; Indoor
Sativa x Ruderalis x Indica
Auto-Flowering
120 - 150 cm
400 - 500 grams per m2
High THC / Low CBD
Cool ; Temperate ; Hot

Type
Genetics
Flowering
Height
Yield
Medical
Climate

Price table
Product label
3 seeds (aut)

Product code

Price exc.
17,36 euro

Vat
21.0 %
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Price inc.
21,00 euro
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5 seeds (aut)

28,51 euro

21.0 %
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34,50 euro

